
Empower your passion for creating great user experiences
with NetAdvantage tools and frameworks

www.infragistics.com

Infragistics, the company synonymous with the UI
component market, has been developing UI controls for
application developers for almost 20 years. Our experience
and focus on creating tools for developers who craft user
interfaces has earned Infragistics its position as the market
leader in presentation layer controls. 

An optimized user experience is part and parcel to proving
the value of any application created. Applications that have
the ability to differentiate, increase brand awareness,
productivity or improve customer satisfaction have
tremendous business value. With NetAdvantage, designers
and architects are able to leverage a productivity-
enhancing, unified approach to the development of User
Interfaces to deliver incredible user experiences.

Experience shows that a user’s experience is more than
just about look and feel – it represents the complete
interaction of the user with both the application and the
device used to access the application. But which are the
factors that most contribute to user experience? Styling,
richness and visual fidelity, data visualization,
globalization and accessibility all contribute heavily to the
user experience. Consider the people like yourself that
develop software – ISV’s and Enterprise developers:

• For the ISV community, this is particularly important as
a rich, immersive experience drives user satisfaction,
positively impacts the frequency of usage, and
provides a clear, measureable benefit to organizations
considering the purchase of an application.  

• For the Enterprise, the benefit of investing in user experience
can be measured with improvements to productivity,
reductions in training time, and overall job satisfaction.

With over 100 controls for your Microsoft® Visual Studio®

Toolbox, NetAdvantage for .NET is the most comprehensive
presentation layer toolset available for designing commercial-
class user interfaces. The look and feel of familiar application
styles such as Microsoft® Office2007, Windows® XP, Vista™

and more, and the same robust performance can be easily
achieved in both Windows Forms and ASP.NET applications.
NetAdvantage for .NET empowers developers and teams to
build and style professional, polished application UIs quickly
and efficiently, with grids, scheduling, charting, navigation and
editor controls.
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Mature Architecture with Proven Benefits 
Consistency is our core design philosophy. This well-
planned architectural foundation guarantees incredible
benefits and value to our developer community.
NetAdvantage for .NET provides a consistent development
and user experience across platforms through our
frameworks and UIElement™ architecture. Our toolset is
mature, stable and elegant, built on our common object
models, consistent designers, visual styles, and UI
behaviors for Windows® Forms and ASP.NET. Major
benefits of using NetAdvantage for .NET include: 

• Leveraged learning
• Faster development cycles
• Increased productivity  
• Cost savings and reusability 
• Customizable, professional UI styles 
• Polished, high-fidelity rendering 
• High performance across platforms 
• Easy-to-use advanced features 
• Superior application user experience
• Superior developer experience 

NetAdvantage for .NET is written in 100% managed 
C# code following industry standards, resulting in stable,
clean, high-quality code. All C# source code is provided for
our NetAdvantage for .NET controls and frameworks.
Source code allows for extensibility, the security of up-front
code insurance, and can be a valuable learning tool. 

The Infragistics® Presentation Layer
Framework™

The Infragistics presentation layer frameworks provide a
common foundation upon which the NetAdvantage for .NET
toolset is built. The Windows Forms-based Presentation Layer
Framework (PLF) and ASP.NET- based Web Presentation Layer
Framework™ (WPLF) give you the consistency you need to
greatly simplify your development process.

For more information about the PLF, visit: 
http://www.infragistics.com/products/NetAdvantage/PLF.aspx

Enhancing your Investment
The value of investing in Infragistics is not simply about a
great toolset – we are equally fanatical about customer
support. As a global leader and pioneer in Enterprise-class
developer tools, we offer 24 hour developer support via
phone, chat, and email. Infragistics provides you with the help
you need, when you need it, to be successful with our tools. 

As you have come to expect from Infragistics, we continue to
add documentation, samples and value through our robust
and active Community site serving our tens of thousands of
Infragistics users.  Additionally, Infragistics offers consulting,
mentoring and training services to help you maximize your
investment in Infragistics tools. Our philosophy and approach
is focused on knowledge transfer, and mentoring in best
practices for both of our own tools and the .NET Framework.
We are highly experienced specialists in UI design and
architecture, and can help in both the tactical and strategic
goals of your enterprise.

Investing in Infragistics Products Means: 
• Multiple releases yearly, guaranteed, of new products

and features 
• Intelligent code-level, global support via phone, chat

and e-mail  
• Guaranteed and timely product maintenance  
• Releases to keep in-step with new technology  
• Security and confidence based on a solid reputation  
• Customer-driven features and services  
• A steady relationship with the component industry leader  
• Open, published technology roadmaps  
• A commitment to continue to grow and improve  
• A fiercely proud, global staff that works hard to ensure

our developer community is satisfied, and our reputation
stays sterling 
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Developing world-class applications with a stylish look and
feel to go along with it has never been easier. Whether
you're a one-person shop or an enterprise-level business,
you’ll can reap the benefits of Infragistics' Application Styling
Framework™ (ASF).

NetAdvantage AppStylist (included in NetAdvantage for
.NET) empowers designers and developers to work
together more efficiently to create polished user interfaces
for Windows Forms and ASP.NET applications. Developers
can focus on building application functionality using
Microsoft® Visual Studio® and NetAdvantage for .NET,
while designers can focus on styling those applications
using our NetAdvantage AppStylist (designer-friendly tool)
- a run time IDE outside of Visual Studio. 

The Application Styling Framework (ASF) brings the efforts
of both parties together with ease, using one line of code
in a Windows Forms application, or via the web.config file
in ASP.NET applications. NetAdvantage AppStylist
provides two tools--NetAdvantage AppStylist for Windows
Forms and NetAdvantage AppStylist for ASP.NET.  

The end benefits are the same:
• Ensure a consistent look and feel across an application or

the enterprise with centralized, global styles 
• Update styles at run time without code changes or

recompiling
• Use dynamic styling to customize an application’s look

and feel at run time 

The user interface is also the same, consisting of 
3 intuitive sections:
• Canvas – This section shows an example of your

current style while dynamically updating whenever
you change the style's settings.

• Style Explorer – This section lets you select styles
that you want to modify as well as change those
styles based on the role they will play in either a
user interface or as an individual component.

• Properties Panel – This section is where you will
spend most of your time changing the look and
feel of different states.

Professionally Designed Styles from the Infragistics
Visual Design Team 
Using styles in your application is even easier than creating
a custom style itself – simply load your style library.  To
make it even easier and faster, we’ve included many
professionally designed styles for you to choose from.
After loading the style library, the NetAdvantage controls
will pick up their default StyleSets or use a StyleSet
targeted specifically for that control. You don't really have
to set anything else to make it work. However, if you need
the exacting precision you've come to expect from
Infragistics' products, you can customize each control by
setting its StyleSetName property to a custom StyleSet. 

Infragistics’ NetAdvantage AppStylist™ empowers developers
and visual designers to create an application style once, and
apply it everywhere.

*Source code is not included for NetAdvantage AppStylist
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Features

Conditional Formatting - Easily and efficiently change the appearance of cells in a column
based on the values within those cells, with single or multiple conditional statements

Create feature-rich, visually compelling data grids in minutes using quickstart designers 

Ensure a consistent look and behavior across your entire enterprise by importing and
exporting grid presets

Display and navigate complex data models using the built-in hierarchical display, CardView or
completely customize your grid using multi-row headers or row templates

Bind to any data source: database, XML, arrays or custom business objects 

Develop high-performance, richly responsive applications using Load-On-Demand and AJAX features

Easily leverage a multitude of out-of-box features like data sorting, data filtering, column
moving, and column grouping 

Provide powerful data entry solutions by integrating NetAdvantage for .NET editor controls
directly in the grid, or completely customize the experience using Row Edit templates 

Support applications with global reach through localization

Maintain a familiar user interface for users by easily leveraging common Microsoft® styles
like Visual Studio®, Windows 2000, Office 2000, Office 2003, and Office 2007*

Share grid data with others by exporting to popular document formats, or printing with
built-in print support

Create ink-enabled applications to extend your user experience to Tablet PC devices

Give end users a rich user experience using the extensive client-side object model

Create accessible applications that are Section 508-compliant

Import grid data from Microsoft Excel® workbooks

Improve search standings with revealing Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
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Our grids provide developers with the power and flexibility
necessary to create compelling data display and entry
applications in both Windows Forms and Web environments.

* Not all styles available for all controls
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Grids

Card View

Conditional Formatting

Row Pinning

WebExcelExporter (output viewed from within Excel)

Fixed Add Row
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Grids

Row Edit Template

Simple Wizards

Field Chooser
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Features (Menus,Toolbars, Listbars, Docking, MDI, Tabs,Tree, ExplorerBar)

Make your application easy to use by creating powerful and 
intuitive navigation

Maintain a familiar user interface for users by easily leveraging common
Microsoft® styles like Visual Studio®, Windows 2000, Office 2000, Office
2003, and Office 2007*

Give your users the power to customize their UI experience by adding 
drag-and-drop functionality and dockable windows

Create powerful application menus which directly support editing

Give Web application users a more seamless user experience using 
the rich client-side object model 

Create complex, nested navigation structures for your application***

Create ink-enabled applications to extend your user experience to 
Tablet PC devices

Support applications with global reach through localization

Create accessible applications that are Section 508-compliant

Give your users a compact and concise breadcrumb navigation metaphor
like that used by the Windows® Vista™ Address Bar 
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With our comprehensive, intuitive navigation controls
developers are empowered to create familiar user interfaces,
decreasing the learning curve for end users.

*** The WebMenu™ supports hierarchical navigation
** The DockManager enables window docking
* Not all styles available for all controls



Navigation
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Navigation Features

• Microsoft® Office 2007
style menus

• Dockable windows

• Tabbed MDI Navigation

• Windows® XP-style ListBar

• Embedded Controls in Menus

• Office 2007 Explorer Bar style

• Visual Studio® 2005 Style
Docking Indicators

• Vista-style Breadcrumb 
Navigation

Simple Toolbar Creation Tools

Embed Images and Assign Hotkeys to Menus

Blue Ribbon with Gallery dropped down

Vista-style WinNavigationBar™ inside Navigation Toolbar

Blue Ribbon showing docking 

Floating and Dockable Toolbars

Navigation
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Features (Menus,Toolbars, Listbars, Docking, MDI, Tabs,Tree, ExplorerBar)

AJAX-Enabled WebTree with Load-On-Demand 

Create nested node structures

Provide complex data categorization scenarios by allowing user to drag and drop tree nodes

Bind to any data source: database, XML, arrays or custom business objects 

Add powerful data editing and display features by embedding controls into tree nodes

Load large amounts of data in moments with the high-performance tree

Create ink-enabled applications to extend your user experience to Tablet PC devices

Give end users a more seamless user experience using the rich client-side object model 

Create accessible applications that are Section 508-compliant

Improve search standings with revealing Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
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Maintain a familiar user interface for users by easily leveraging common 
Microsoft® styles like Visual Studio®, Windows 2000, Office 2000, Office 2003, 
and Office 2007*

Give end users a more seamless user experience using the rich client-side 
object model 

Create ink-enabled applications for your users with Tablet PC devices

Create accessible applications that are Section 508-compliant

WebListBar™
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WinExplorerBar™
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Maintain a familiar user interface for users by easily leveraging
common Microsoft® styles like Visual Studio®, Windows 2000,
Office 2000, Office 2003, and Office 2007*

Give end users a more seamless user experience using the rich
client-side object model 

Create ink-enabled applications for your users with 
Tablet PC devices

Create accessible applications that are Section 508-compliant

WinTab™
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* Not all styles available for all controls
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Vertical, Horizontal and
Multiline Tab Configurations

WebTree

Tabs and Toolbars

WinExplorer Bar

Various
Embeddable
Editors

Tabs, Toolbars 
and More

• Scrollable Tabs

• Embeddable Editors

• Draggable Toolbars

• Windows XP-style
ListBar

• Office 2003-style ListBar
• Vista-style 

Navigation Toolbar

Navigation
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Features

Increased Chart usability and fidelity with a new 3D rendering engine composed
completely of 100% managed code

Create compelling visual displays of data using over 50 different chart types

Anti-collision axis labels help to alleviate collisions, including scaling the label font, rotating
the label text, wrapping the label text, or stacking the label text 

Default presets (including Microsoft® Office 2007 styles) that automatically apply optimized
property values when creating new charts

Create complex chart displays by layering several series of data into a single Chart Area,
or add multiple Chart Areas to a single chart canvas

Save as a file or render the chart in a wide variety of formats including PDF, XPS, BMP, GIF,
JPEG, PNG, TIFF, WMF, Flash or SVG

Make your data more meaningful by adding annotations, ToolTips or cross hairs

Bind one or more data sources: database, XML, arrays or custom business objects 

Highly configurable text formatting options for labels and titles including: Custom
Orientation Angle, Axis of Rotation, Clip Text, and Reverse Text

Layered chart design gives you granular control of the chart rendering

Give end users a more seamless user experience using the rich client-side object model

Create ink-enabled applications to extend your user experience to Tablet PC devices

Create accessible applications that are Section 508-compliant

WinChart™
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Enhance business data visualization in Windows® and Web
applications by using our charting controls. Display data to end
users in easily understood and recognizable formats.

Create sophisticated radial, linear and digital gauges to track real world key
performance indicators (KPI)

Gauges can be composed into hybrid gauges, such as a radial/linear or
linear/digital gauge

Add multiple annotations, scales, markers and ranges that can be independently
styled

WinGauge™
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Customizable Axis Labels
Series Labels
Background Images

360° Rotation, Scale and
Perspective Customization

3D Pie Chart with Office 2007 Preset Customizable ToolTips

Charting

Radial Speedometer with
2 Scales

Assorted Linear Gauges

Radial Speedometer with
LED Readout
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Features

Build common Outlook calendar views like DayView, WeekView, and MonthView 

Flexible data binding allows you to bind to various data source types

Provide powerful data entry solutions by integrating NetAdvantage editor controls directly
in the calendar view controls

Built-in appointment and recurring appointment editor dialog boxes

Maintain a familiar user interface for users by easily leveraging common Microsoft® styles
like Visual Studio®, Windows 2000, Office 2000, Office 2003, and Office 2007*

Notification add-ons provide appointment reminder notifications via e-mail or taskbar 
pop-ups

Create ink-enabled applications to extend your user experience to Tablet PC devices

Support applications with global reach through localization

Create accessible applications that are Section 508-compliant

WinSchedule™
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The robust features within the advanced schedule controls allow
you to save time and effort when building Windows Forms or
ASP.NET applications.

*Not all styles available for all controls



Schedule

Built-in Appointment Dialog Box

Office 2007 UI with Multi-Month View in Flyout Navigation pane

Easy-to-Use Print & Print Preview

Built-in Recurring Appointment Dialog Box
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Outlook® 2007 UI

• Create Different Calendar Views

• Supports All-day and Recurring
Appointments

• MonthView, DayView, and WeekView

• End to End WebScheduling with
AJAX

Schedule

WebSchedule Day View, 7-Day Week View, Month View
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Our expanded control offering increases the feature sets, and
perfectly completes your applications. 

ASP.NET HTML Editor to create a rich HTML editing experience 

Spell Checker to check the spelling of almost any content in your application

WinDesktopAlert delivers animated, customizable pop-up notifications with
sound to your users, like popular instant messaging clients

ListView control presents a file explorer-like interface leveraging the Infragistics
Presentation Layer Framework™ for consistent styling

WebResizingExtender is built entirely on top of Microsoft’s ASP.NET 2.0 AJAX
Extensions to provide resizing capabilities for Web controls

ASP.NET

�

�

N/A

N/A

�

Windows® Forms

N/A

�

�

�

N/A

6.3
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New & Emerging Technologies
As we have for the past 18 years, Infragistics will continue
to work closely with Microsoft® to provide the most
consistent, compatible, and flexible frameworks upon
which to build our current and next generation of tools. 

Infragistics and Silverlight
Infragistics is already deeply involved in Silverlight
development. We are excited about the platform as the 

next-generation Web UI. We think there 
are several key wins in Silverlight for Web
application development and are exploring
how we can best provide controls and tools 
to complement what Microsoft provides in
the box.

Rich Content & Media
Infragistics understands that a key benefit of Silverlight is the
deep integration of rich content and media. It's not just
about fancy audio and video players; it's about the bringing
together of media and content to provide a high-quality and
integrated experience, enriching content through attractive
and meaningful visualizations.

In addition to the new content-media composition abilities,
Silverlight will have support for a subset of WPF's layout and
document abilities to empower companies to deliver a rich
and consistent document-oriented experience on the Web.
Infragistics will take advantage of the full platform
capabilities as we develop our value-added controls and
components for Silverlight. Our rich media and content
efforts are focused around adding value to the built-in
capabilities, such as our rich image strip demonstrated on
the Rich Media and Content page of our online demo.

Rich Data Visualization
One of the key ways in which Silverlight advances Web
application development will be in data visualization.
Infragistics already has been working on this, as evidenced
by our Silverlight charting prototype shown on the Data
Visualization page of our demo.

The prototype has several different chart types, each of which
provide immersive animation and rich visuals, and we will
continue to build out this library of charts and gauges while we
push the envelope of what is possible with the Silverlight
platform. Our goal is to provide rich visualizations that are
deeply meaningful to empower businesses to make the efficient
and quality decisions that are critical in today's global market.

Rich Applications
We are actively exploring potential controls that will:

Be Relevant - The controls we provide will not be just
glitz--they will be focused at real, professional
development scenarios.

Have High Fidelity - They will take full advantage of the UI
richness provided by the Silverlight platform. 

Interoperate - Our controls will provide and use appropriate
interop with ASP.NET and Aikido and vice-versa, as the
Aikido-driven registration form in our demo illustrates. 

From rich data visualizations to high quality, relevant controls
to smooth interop, we're working to ensure that Infragistics
adds tremendous business value to the Silverlight platform.

For the latest information and demos of Infragistics’ work
with Silverlight, please visit us online:
www.infragistics.com/ag

Infragistics consistently embraces new and emerging
technologies; Learning, understanding and innovating.

Rich Client

Rich Interaction

Rich Content

=
INFRAGISTICS

+
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NetAdvantage are registered trademarks of
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Presentation Layer Framework, UIElement, WARP
Panel, WebAsyncRefreshPanel, Web Presentation
Layer Framework, WebChart, WebGauge,
WebGrid, WebListBar, WebMenu, WebSchedule,
WebToolbar, WebTab, WebCombo, WinChart,
WinDesktopAlert, WinExplorerBar, WinGauge,
WinGrid, WinListBar, WinSchedule, WinTab,
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WinTree are trademarks of Infragistics, Inc. All
other products, logos, or brand names are
servicemarks, trademarks, or registered
trademarks, and are the property of their
respective owners.

Infragistics Corporate Headquarters
800.231.8588 • 609.448.2000

Infragistics Europe
0800 298 9055 • +44 (0) 20 8387 1474

www.infragistics.com

Pricing is available in USD, Euro, GBP and Yen:
https://www.infragistics.com/store/Order.aspx

All Infragistics products are available for
purchase through our corporate Web site at
www.infragistics.com. Direct orders can also be
placed over the phone in the U.S. by calling  
1-800-231-8588 or by visiting one of the many
worldwide Infragistics resellers.

Products and services offered by
Infragistics:

NetAdvantage for .NET

NetAdvantage for ASP.NET

NetAdvantage for Windows Forms

NetAdvantage AppStylist

NetAdvantage for WPF

TestAdvantage™ for Windows Forms

NetAdvantage Training

NetAdvantage for JSF

JSuite™

Plus:
Custom Training, Mentoring and 
Consulting Services


